The rise in mobile computing has increased the risk for remote users and complicated efforts to secure them. iBoss Hybrid Cloud Security provides comprehensive protection for mobile users. When mobile users reconnect outside the network, iBoss provides security to these users via on site appliances or through hosted solutions. Central policy management and reporting simplifies administration and allows IT to quality identify threats. With robust HTTPS traffic scanning, iBoss mobile security has the ability to identify embedded HTTPS threats while enforcing the AUP across HTTPS traffic. Remote security can also be applied to branch offices and remote locations where a cost effective solution to secure these networks is sought.

Mobile Filtering

- Robust integrations including Windows, Mac, iOS, Android devices
- Central policy and reporting management

Monitor Threats & Activity Regardless of Location:
Data on activity for off premise users is supplied in Real-time to the on premise develop. Changes to group policy take effect while users are off site. This live SYNC provides transparent administration and insight on of off previous users.

Consolidated Threat Dashboard and Activity Monitor